unquestionable conclusion. The real life process is quite a bit messier, and it's incredibly important that scientists be able to take in new information and adjust their ideas. The fact that scientific consensus on many ideas seems to shift (for example, what foods are considered "healthy") is in fact a good thing, and not evidence that the scientists involved are inept.
As a current grade student who's considering leaving school after just receiving the masters, but who is interested in doing Science Outreach, how crucial would you say completing the PhD is for the field?
SoChessGoes
That is a tricky question! It's quite hard to say without being in your shoes, and being involved with Science Outreach can mean many different things. I find my PhD very helpful and I'm glad I did it, both for the technical knowledge I gained and the general analytical skills I learned, but I have plenty of colleagues who do great work without one.
You also don't have to be an outreach professional to make a huge imapct. For example, many ACS Committees do great work in science outreach programs while their members are full time scientists.
If you do want to go "full-time," there are opportunities at science museums and similar places, as well as in science writing and public policy positions. The opportunities available vary quite a bit by region, so I would recommend talking to your university's career development office (if they have one) to get a better idea of what's available to you. We are doing four activities based loosely around this year's Chemists Celebrate Earth Day theme, "Chemistry Helps Feed the World." The first is an experiment called Starch Search, described in detail online in our 2017 CCED Edition of Celebrating Chemistry. The second involves us using magnets to pull iron out of fortified breakfast cereals. The third uses beads that change color in response to UV light to explain how plants get energy from the sun, and the final experiment uses Magic Nuudles, which are made of cornstarch and an excellent opportunity to talk different types of polymers.
You can see these experiments and more in our online archive of our CCED and NCW publications: https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/education/outreach/celebrating-chemistry-editions.html
We are very safety focused! The major things we do are to ensure that the materials used are all generally safe household materials (nothing corrosive, toxic); no experiments are designed using flames or explosions; and we provide safety goggles for all children and demonstrators to use.
Our insistence on goggles is more about modeling good safety behavior than for handling these nonhazardous materials. We also focus on designing experiments using household items so that children and their families can re-do the experiments at home and share them with their friends. After all, Chemistry is more than just Breaking Bad! HI REDDIT! I'M LILY RAINES, MANAGER OF THE OFFICE OF SCIENCE OUTREACH AT THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY. ASK ME ANYTHING ABOUT ACS'S SPECIAL CELEBRATION FOR EARTH DAY THIS WEEKEND! : REDDIT
